
Contemporary Issues-Learning Outcome 1-Understand the issues that effect participation in sportport  

Groups-To be able to describe the different 
People/groups of people who take part in sport 

(% regularly take part in physical activity) 

Barriers-To be able to explain the 
BARRIERS that stop them from taking 

part in Sport (TWERRC) 

Solutions-To be able to explain what the SOLUTIONS to the barriers are. 
 

Ethnic Minorities- a group within a community that has a different 
nationality or culture to the native/main population  (36%) 

People in today's society just simply may not have 
the time to take part in sport 
 

Access Promotion Provision 

•Improving and providing 
access. 
 
• E.g. provision of transport 
in rural areas, wheelchair 
ramps. 
 
• Access to equipment 
(hoist for swimmers)  
 
• sensible 
pricing/concessions (e.g. 
reduction in charges for 
unemployed, young and 
elderly) 

•Promoting sports to 
different user groups  
 
•through advertising. 
 
• Using positive role models 
to encourage people to take 
part in sport. 
 
• Using different sporting 
initiatives to encourage 
sporting participation i.e. 
(This Girl Can, free swimming 
under 16 and over 60) 
 

Providing appropriate 
activities and activities 
to suit different user 
groups. 
 
For example: 
• Sports for disabled 
people 
 
• Providing activities at 
different times of the 
day (i.e working 
parents) 
 
• Activities for different 
age groups 
 

Retired/Over 50’s-Those that no longer work and those aged over 

50 years old. (30%) 

Families with young children-A household where both parents live 

at the same home with their children. (61%) 
If people work then they may not have the time 
or energy to take part in sport 

Single parent families-A household where only one parent lives at 

the same home with their children. (48%) 

Children-Children aged 5-10 years (Primary School age). (82%) People my not be able to afford cost of activities 
or transport to activities (economic) Teenagers-children of secondary school age (95%) 

Areas and people may not have the resources. E.g 
facilities, activities, transport and access 

Disabled-A person with an impairment that may be physical,mental, 
intellective, cognitive, sensory, developmental or a combination of these 
which causes the person difficulties to participate in ‘normal’ and everyday’ 
tasks and/or society. (17%) 

Working singles and couples-Adults with jobs who are either single 
or in a long term relationship, but do not have children (60-75%) 

Some people/groups may not have role models 
to inspire them to take part. E.g. Messi 

Unemployed/low income-adults without jobs or low wages/salary 
(below national average) (46%) 

How women's sport is shown by the media and 
how different cultures are against women taking 
part in sport 

Factors that impact popularity (MS RAPPERS) 
Participation-Football has a large number of people who take part in it due to there 
being a vast amount of facilities, leagues and organisations involved at all different age 
groups and levels.  It has a solid infrastructure 

Media-Some sports such as tennis (Wimbledon) are shown on the BBC whereas others such as  the Ashes 
(Cricket) are only on Sky/BT so not all people can access it which effects the popularity 

Provision-Some sports have a lot of facilities provided for it (e.g. football pitches). Some sports 
such as tennis do not.  The provision for tennis is this country is poor 

Spectatorship-You can go and watch sports such as football and Rugby live.  This will help to increase the 
popularity of the sport you are able to watch 
 

Environment-This effects popularity as we do not have the correct climate to suit different 
sports.  For example, we do not have a lot of snow so the popularity of skiing and snowboarding is 
affected 

Role Models-Lack of role models can significantly effect the popularity of a sport 
 

Recreational Sport-Sports such as recreational walking and fishing are increasing in popularity 
and new sports such as Ultimate Frisbee are gaining in popularity 

Acceptability-Sports such as Boxing and UFC and MMA are seen by people as brutal and not appropriate for 
young people and people in general to take part in.  This can decrease the sports popularity 

Sporting Success-If a sport or individual does well in a sport then this can increase its popularity 
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Contemporary Issues-Learning Outcome 2-Role of sport in promoting values 
Values promoted through sport 

Team spirit-. learning how to work together and support others by playing as part of a team. 

Fair play-learning the importance of adhering to rules and being fair to others through playing sport.  

Citizenship-get involved in your local community through sport.  

Tolerance and respect-developing understanding of different countries and cultures through sport.  

Excellence-striving to be the best that you can in your favourite sport.  

National pride-supporters and performers unite behind country in international events.  

Inclusion initiatives to get under-represented social groups involved in sport) 

The Olympic Creed: “The most important thing 
is not to win but to take part, just as the most 
important thing in life is not the triumph but 
the struggle. The essential thing is not to have 
conquered, but to have fought well.” Pierre De 
Coubertin  

Olympic and Paralympic values 
Friendship-Respect-Excellence-

Determination 
Courage-Inspiration-Equality 

FIFA Football for hope-FIFA believes that football is more than just a game. 
Through its unique power and universality, football can bring people together, 
transform lives and inspire entire communities. It creates powerful opportunities 
to break down barriers to social development, education and health awareness. 
This is evidenced by the hundreds of community organisations that are active in 
delivering social projects through football across the globe. 

ECB Chance to Shine-We are a national charity on a mission to spread the power of 
cricket throughout schools and communities. We take cricket to new places and use 
it to ignite new passions, teach vital skills, unite diverse groups, and educate young 
people from Cornwall to Cardiff to County Durham. 

Sport England This Girl Can-This Girl Can is a national campaign developed by Sport 
England and a wide range of partnership organisations. It’s a celebration of active 
women up and down the country who are doing their thing no matter how well they 
do it, how they look or even how red their face gets. 

Sport relief-Every two years, the great British public get active and have fun to raise 
vital cash and help change lives, both at home in the UK and across the world's 
poorest communities 

Initiatives in Sport 
Premier League’s Creating Chances initiative/FA Respect Campaign/Sky Sports 

Living for Sport/ Youth Sport Trust’s Lead Your Generation /Rainbow 
Laces/Matalan Sporting Promise/Sainsbury’s School Games  Sportsmanship-SPORTSMANSHIP IS AN ASPIRATION OR 

ETHOS THAT A SPORT OR ACTIVITY WILL BE ENJOYED FOR 
ITS OWN SAKE, WITH PROPER CONSIDERATION FOR 
FAIRNESS, ETHICS, RESPECT, AND A SENSE OF FELLOWSHIP 
WITH ONE'S COMPETITORS. 
Etiquette-A CODE OF BEHAVIOUR THAT SETS EXPECTATIONS 
ON HOW PEOPLE SHOULD BEHAVE IN DIFFERENT GROUPS 
AND SITUATIONS 

Importance of 
sportsmanship/ 
etiquette 
1.Fairness\fair play  
2.Promoting 
values/respect  
3.Safety of participants  
4. Act as role models  
5.Raises reputation of 
the sport  
6. Encourages 
participation   

Examples 
 1.Giving the ball back to 
the opposition  
2. Shaking hands 
before/after 
competition. 
3. Playing within the 
rules  
4. Stopping due to injury 
5. Respecting referees 
decision.  
6. Owning up to a rule 
infringement  

Detailed examples of initiatives 

Spectator etiquette 
Being quiet during national 
anthem/minutes silence 
Being quiet during Rugby 
penalty 
Being quiet during Snooker, 
Tennis serving 
Clapping when a team 
returns the ball 
Clapping an injured player 
Clapping opposition good 
play 
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Lance Armstrong 

Performance Enhancing Drug Used: 
EPO  (Erythropoietin) 
 Physical Gains from Performance Enhancing Drug: 
Enhances Cardiovascular Endurance. 
EPO stimulates the production of red blood cells.  
More red blood cells means more Oxygen can be carried in the 
blood to the working muscles, therefore an athletes stamina will 
be enhanced. 

Dwain Chambers 

Performance Enhancing Drug Used: 
Anabolic Steroid (THG) 
 Physical Gains from Performance Enhancing Drug: 
Greater Muscular Strength and Power. 
Able to train harder, for longer. 
Recover quicker from training and competition. 
Extra stimulus for muscle growth (bigger/stronger muscles). 
Ultimately, giving him to physical adaptation to be a faster 
runner. 

Sports performers and drug 
offences 

Ben Johnson-Sprinter-Anabolic 
steroids 
Ricky Hatton-Boxer-Cocaine 
David Millar-Cyclist-Amphetamine 
Tyson Gay-Sprinter-Steroids 
Rio Ferdinand-Footballer-missed test 

Why take Drugs? 
Pressure to succeed 
as an individual 
Pressure to succeed 
as a nation 
Believing other 
athletes are also 
cheating 

Consequences 
Unfair advantage – hollow victory 
Ill health: steroids cause heart problems, EPO possible 
problems with circulation and blood pressure 
Banned from sport if caught 
Loss of income – dropped by teams and sponsors 
Public lose ‘faith’ in the sport if not caught and banned 
Makes the athlete a negative role model 

World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 
Preventions and sanctions 

1. Through a process of testing - i.e. blood sample, 
     urine sample, hair sample, nail sample collection. 
2. Whereabouts rule - i.e. athletes need to inform 
     governing Body of where they will be all the time 
3. Sanctions/ penalties - i.e. bans for those found guilty 
    of taking performance enhancing drugs. 
4. Education initiatives - i.e. programmes that show the 
    negative impacts on health of taking drugs 

Why do some athletes want more testing? 

Fair for everyone/Stop cheating/ensures compliance 
Protect reputation of the sport 
Concern over health of athletes 
To show they are clean 
So their achievements are not tainted/not trusted 
To reduce pressure/Peer pressure to take them 
Act as a deterrent to drug takers 
To ban those who cheat 
To protect sponsorship deals for the sport 

Contemporary Issues-Learning Outcome 2-Role of sport in promoting values 

Why 
use 

Gam
esm
ansh
ip? 

Neg
ativ
es? 

GAMESMANSHIP IS THE USE OF DUBIOUS (ALTHOUGH NOT TECHNICALLY 
ILLEGAL) METHODS TO WIN OR GAIN A SERIOUS ADVANTAGE IN A GAME OR 
SPORT 
1. Time wasting (eg taking longer to take set pieces) 
2. Not adhering to time rules (eg between serves in tennis/over rate in 
cricket/delaying restarting of the game after an interval) 
3. ‘bending’ the rules/trying to get away with fouling (eg shirt-pulling in 
football, slowing the play) 
4. Pretending to be injured/feigning injury (eg could be either to waste time 
or get opponent in trouble with officials) 
5. Diving to win a free kick 
6. Appealing to officials (eg appealing for a foul or decision when you know it 
should be given to the other team) 
7. Pressurising/intimidating officials (eg gathering around them as a team, 
aggressive behaviour towards them) 
8. ‘sledging’ an opponent (eg saying things to put someone off before they 
take a penalty). 

1. To gain an advantage over an opponent 
2. To increase chances of winning/win at all costs 
3. Feeling that everyone does it/need to do it to win/part of culture in (modern) sport 
4. Try to ‘get even’ if you feel you have been cheated against (eg footballer who gets fouled a lot without getting free kicks may dive) 
5. Copying other performers who have done it/negative role models 
6. High pressure at elite level ‘makes’ people do it/pressure to succeed 
7. Coaches or parents encourage it/coach or parents tells children to do it 

1. Copying gamesmanship 
(displayed by role model the 
     negative models will have a 
negative effect on sport) 
2. Spectators will stop attending 
3. Spectators will become 
disinterested in 

watching the sport 
4. Gamesmanship stops the flow 
of the game 
5. Players on the opposing team 
could become annoyed and 
adopt the same tactics. 
 

6. Can distract the performer who is guilty 
of gamesmanship from their own 
performance 
7. It’s against the spirit of sport 
8. Damage the reputation of the 
sport/give the performer 
    a bad name 
9. may result in sanctions/punishments. 
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Contemporary Issues-Learning Outcome 3-Understand the importance of hosting major sporting events 
Event Sport Host(s) and Regularity Competitor 

Scale 

  

Audience 

Figures 

Olympic Games 

Paralympics 

Athletics Cities worldwide every 4 years. ‘Once in a 

generation’ 

 

Global 3.5 billion 

 

 

 

Winter Olympics 

  

Winter 

Sports 

Cities worldwide every 4 years. 

 

 

 

Global 2.1 billion 

FIFA World Cup Football Countries worldwide every 4 years. ‘Once in a 

generation’ 

Global 3.2 billion 

UEFA Champions 

League 

Football A different European city hosts the final 

annually. 

European teams, 

Global players. 

Final: 380 

million 

Wimbledon 

Australian Open/US 

Open/French Open 

  

Tennis England / Australia / USA and France annually. Global 1 billion 

through the 

tournaments 

Formula 1 

https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/List_of_Formula_O

ne_Grands_Prix 

 

Motor 

sport 

2016 Grand Prix Hosts: 

Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, 

China, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Japan, 

Malaysia, Mexico, Monaco, Russia, Singapore, USA, UAE + 

European. 

Grand Prix hosts change, but the championship takes 

place every year. 

Global 

  

425 million 

  

  

 

Rugby World Cup Rugby Held every 4 years by one of the competing 

countries 

International Final: 120 

million 

  

Cricket World Cup 

  

Cricket Held every 4 years, by either one competing country 

or a number of neighbouring countries. 

International 300 million 

(Major Indian 

following) 

Tour De France 

  

Cycling Held annually, with the bulk of the route in France. 

2017 2/11 stages in Germany. Previous stages in 

Yorkshire, England. 

International 1.5 billion 

  

  

Financial 

Investment 

Needed 

High/Moderate/

Low 

Why? Chances of 

Gaining Large 

Investment 

High/Moderate

/Low 

Why? 

High -Range of specialist sports facilities needed. 

- Athlete accommodation 

- Transport to facilities 

High Large global audience of 3.5 billion 

which will see companies/brands 

sponsorship. 

High -Range of specialist sports facilities needed. 

- Athlete accommodation 

- Transport to facilities 

High Large global audience of 2.1 billion 

which will see companies/brands 

sponsorship. 

  
Moderate - Stadiums upgraded rather than built. 

- Transport and accommodation normally 

adequate, perhaps minor upgrading. 

High Large global audience of 3.2 billion 

which will see companies/brands 

sponsorship. 

Low - Most of the competition takes place at 

clubs own facilities. 

- Majority of audience don’t require 

transport. 

Moderate Moderate global audience of 380 

million which will see 

companies/brands sponsorship. 

  

Moderate - Stadiums upgraded rather than built. 

- Transport and accommodation normally 

adequate. 

High Large global audience of 1 billion 

which will see companies/brands 

sponsorship. 

High - Cost of upgrading and maintaining race 

tracks very expensive. 

Moderate Moderate global audience of 425 

million which will see 

companies/brands sponsorship. 

Moderate - Stadiums upgraded rather than built. 

- Transport and accommodation normally 

adequate, perhaps minor upgrading. 

Low Moderate audience of 120 million 

and only appeals to a relatively small 

number of international countries. 

Moderate - Stadiums upgraded rather than built. 

- Transport and accommodation normally 

adequate, perhaps minor upgrading. 

Low Moderate audience of 300 million, 

but only appeals to a relatively small 

number of international countries. 

Low - Stages take place on public roads, so no 

specialist buildings required. 

- Spectators spread over a large area. 

High Large global audience of 1.5 billion 

which will see companies/brands 

sponsorship. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Formula_One_Grands_Prix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Formula_One_Grands_Prix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Formula_One_Grands_Prix


Investment-Why? 
-Public Funds-the greater good    e.g Sporting / Economic / Social 
-Private Funds-sponsorship 

DRAWBACKS 
1. Bidding to host can be expensive and you may not be awarded the event  
2. Event can cost hosts more than it raises in revenue  
3. Facilities can end up not being used after the event if not planned properly  
4. Can have negative impact on the status of the country if event runs poorly/is disorganised  
5.  While hosting the event will help to promote one area of sport, others may suffer as a 
consequence  
6. Can cause divisions in the country if the specific area which hosted (e.g. one city) is perceived 
to have been the only beneficiary 
7. Crime/protests/funding redirected 
8. Displacement of community housing 
9. Decrease in participation of non Olympic Sports 

 

BENEFITS OF HOSTING 
1. Investment in developing/improving transport system ECONOMIC / SOCIAL eg improving train lines 
could help commuters have a better journey to work. 
2.– Increased direct and indirect tourism ECONOMIC egGreater tourism and visitor numbers means local 
business can make more profit 
 3.  Commercial benefits ECONOMIC e.g money from sponsors, external investment which would not 
otherwise have been attracted 
 4. – Participation may increase in some sports SPORTING e.g. People may be inspired to take part or 
become aware of sports they did not know about which they then take part in such as handball. 
 5. – Infrastructure/social facilities builtSOCIAL ECONOMIC  e.g. can be used by people who live in the area 
where the events have been held.– Sports facilities will be improved or new facilities built SPORTING 
Provision improved or now available so there are actually places where people can participate in sport. 
6. – Raise the status of the country/‘shop window effect’ ECONOMIC e.g. Large global audiences become 
aware of countries and cities, meaning they may want to visit or do business. A well organised event 
reflects well on the country/city. 
 7. – Morale of the country is raised SOCIAL  e.g.the population have something to look forward to, feel 
proud of and have an occasion to celebrate together. 

Type of event Definition Examples 

One off Will generally only happy in 
any given country/city once in 
a generation 

Summer or winter Olympics 
Paralympics 
Commonwealth games 
Fifa/Cricket/Rugby World cup 
World Athletics Championships 

Regular An annual event where a place 
could host more than once in a 
relatively short space of time as it 
is shared around as a rule 

UEFA Champions league 
Rugby Heineken Cup 
European Venue for Golf Ryder Cup 

Regular and 
recurring 

 would be an annual and is 
normally contracted for a 
period of years to the host 
country/city 

Formula 1 eg Monaco Grand Prix, British GP, 
Abu Dhabi GP 
A major tennis event eg Wimbledon, US Open, 
French Open, Australian Open 
FA Cup Final 
Tour De France 
All England Badminton Championships 
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Contemporary Issues-Learning Outcome 4-Know about the role of National Governing Bodies in Sport  

National Governing Bodies of Sport are 
independent organisations who lead the 
development and delivery of their sport 
nationally and locally. 

Promotion 

P 
Promoting participation (e.g. Equal opportunities policies) 

Increasing the popularity of the sport (e.g. schemes for schools) 

Exposure in the Media (e.g. press releases, public relations 

Infrastructure 

I 

Organising competitions and tournaments – e.g. under 9s to senior level 

Rule making and discipline (e.g. FA reviewing game incidents) 

Providing a direction and vision for the sport 

Providing guidelines support and insurance to members 

Updating and building facilities 

Support 

S 
Providing technical advice (e.g. England Hockey provide information about playing surfaces) 
Providing location and contact details for local clubs, how to get started in the sport etc 

 

Funding 

F 
Lobby for and receive funding 

Distribution of funds i.e. 

-Grants                                                                           -Private Investment and donations 

-Government , non government                                -Merchandising 

-Membership                                                                -Admission charges 

-Subscriptions/match fees                                          -Fund raising events 

-Income from media/sponsorship/advertising        -Lottery funding 

Initiatives 

I 
Anti-doping initiatives and policies 

Promoting etiquette and fair play (e.g. FA respect campaign) 

Community programmes (e.g. FA Charter Football programme) 

Information and Guidance on Safeguarding 

Development 

D 
Elite training and development (e.g. national performance squads and national team sports) 

Coaching Awards (e.g. England Netball UK Coaching certificate and coaching awards level 1 
upwards) 

 Training of officials (E.g. rugby football Union) 

The Rugby Football Union is the national governing body for grassroots and elite rugby in 
England, with 2,000 autonomous rugby clubs in its membership. 
The clubs are grouped within 35 Constituent Bodies (CBs), comprised of counties – some 
individual, some combined – the three armed forces, Oxford and Cambridge Universities, 
England Schools Rugby Football Union and England Students. 
All of this is supported by the RFU's 50 Rugby Development Officers, six Area Managers and 120 
Community Rugby Coaches across the country, who provide some 30,000 coaching sessions a 
year for young people. 
Organising rugby activity, including the playing, coaching and refereeing of matches and 
recreational rugby at all levels/Supporting the volunteer workforce/Working with clubs to 
secure grants and loans for facilities/Fundraising, handling money and insurance/Offering 
medical advice and support/Committee member/trustee/Secretarial, administration and 
clerical help 
All schools Programme-Ridgewood 

The Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) is the national governing body of tennis in Great Britain, 
the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. The organisation was founded in 1888 and seven-time 
Wimbledon champion William Renshaw was elected as its first president 
As the governing body, the LTA’s overall purpose is to grow and sustain the sport. The success of 
British tennis is tracked by five headline measures of success: 1. Number of members of registered 
places to play 2. Number of British tennis members 3. Number of regularly competing juniors 4. 
Number of International A Matrix juniors 5. Number of players in the top 100 

The Football Association, also known simply as The FA, is the governing body of association 
football in England, and the Crown dependencies of Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man. Formed 
in 1863, it is the oldest football association in the world and is responsible for overseeing all 
aspects of the amateur and professional game in its territory. 
The FA sanctions all competitive football matches within its remit at national level, and indirectly 
at local level through the County Football Associations. It runs numerous competitions, the most 
famous of which is the FA Cup. It is also responsible for appointing the management of 
the men's, women's and youth national football teams. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjzy6jy_7DMAhUHPRQKHXALARwQjRwIBw&url=http://westyorkshiresport.co.uk/programmes-services/education/primary-pe-and-sport-premium/interactive-club-link-tool/national-governing-bodies-of-sport&psig=AFQjCNE4bmrshONBgBJn-sDlL3RRRf7oRA&ust=1461921436079603
http://www.ecb.co.uk/ecb/anti-doping
http://www.thefa.com/charterstandard
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Contemporary Issues-Learning Outcome 4-Know about the role of National Governing Bodies in Sport  

National Governing Bodies of Sport are….. 
P…….. 

………………………………………………………………..(e.g. Equal opportunities policies) 

……………………………………………………………………….(e.g. schemes for schools) 

……………………………………………………………………………………(e.g. press releases, public relations 

I………. 
………………………………………………………………….– e.g. under 9s to senior level 

………………………………………………………………………………………(e.g. FA reviewing game incidents) 

Providing a direction and vision for the sport 

Providing guidelines support and insurance to members 

Updating and building facilities 

S…….. 
………………………….(e.g. England Hockey provide information about playing surfaces) 
Providing location and contact details for local clubs, how to get started in the sport etc 

 

F…… 
Lobby for and receive funding 

………………………….i.e. 

-Grants                                                                           -Private Investment and donations 

-Government , non government                                -Merchandising 

-Membership                                                                -Admission charges 

-Subscriptions/match fees                                          -Fund raising events 

-Income from media/sponsorship/advertising        -Lottery funding 

I…….. 
Anti-doping initiatives and policies 

…………………………………………………….(e.g. FA respect campaign) 

………………………………………………………(e.g. FA Charter Football programme) 

Information and Guidance on Safeguarding 

D…… 
………………………………..………..(e.g. national performance squads and national team sports) 

……………………………………………(e.g. England Netball UK Coaching certificate and coaching 
awards level 1 upwards) 

……………………………………………………………(E.g. rugby football Union) 

The Rugby Football Union is the national governing body for grassroots and elite rugby in 
England, with 2,000 autonomous rugby clubs in its membership. 
The clubs are grouped within 35 Constituent Bodies (CBs), comprised of counties – some 
individual, some combined – the three armed forces, Oxford and Cambridge Universities, 
England Schools Rugby Football Union and England Students. 
All of this is supported by the RFU's 50 Rugby Development Officers, six Area Managers and 120 
Community Rugby Coaches across the country, who provide some 30,000 coaching sessions a 
year for young people. 
Organising rugby activity, including the playing, coaching and refereeing of matches and 
recreational rugby at all levels/Supporting the volunteer workforce/Working with clubs to 
secure grants and loans for facilities/Fundraising, handling money and insurance/Offering 
medical advice and support/Committee member/trustee/Secretarial, administration and 
clerical help 
All schools Programme-Ridgewood 

The Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) is the national governing body of tennis in Great Britain, 
the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. The organisation was founded in 1888 and seven-time 
Wimbledon champion William Renshaw was elected as its first president 
As the governing body, the LTA’s overall purpose is to grow and sustain the sport. The success of 
British tennis is tracked by five headline measures of success: 1. Number of members of registered 
places to play 2. Number of British tennis members 3. Number of regularly competing juniors 4. 
Number of International A Matrix juniors 5. Number of players in the top 100 

The Football Association, also known simply as The FA, is the governing body of association 
football in England, and the Crown dependencies of Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man. Formed 
in 1863, it is the oldest football association in the world and is responsible for overseeing all 
aspects of the amateur and professional game in its territory. 
The FA sanctions all competitive football matches within its remit at national level, and indirectly 
at local level through the County Football Associations. It runs numerous competitions, the most 
famous of which is the FA Cup. It is also responsible for appointing the management of 
the men's, women's and youth national football teams. 
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